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 Jeremy is from NASA 

 Google interface 

o “Garbage in, Garbage out” 

 Context 

o What do they mean by these quotes? User expectations 

 I want .pdf to be portable 

 I want a one stop shop for searching 

 Where are they thinking of when they say this? 

 I want to do everything on a single device 

o Nearly 15% of US adults read literature online in 2008 

o 84% of adults who read lit online also read physical papers 

 People want digital and paper 

o On 10/14/2010, Google announced that the number of scanned books is 15 million 

o By June 2011, Orange County Public Libraries and 11 other VA libraries decided to make 

ebooks and Audiobooks available 

 They don’t know if it’ll be cheaper to do that. 

 The business model is not the same—may not get a discount on the number of 

ebooks you purchase.  

o The flashy consumer products are in the corporate and government. 

 Lot of pressure from the top-down to have cool toys. 

o People have better access to information technology in their home than at work. 

o The average school kid has better technology than most government office workers. 

 Content 

o More Kindle books are being purchased than physical ones from Amazon (105 to 100). 

o Ebooks are now being used by the mainstream consumers. 

 Gartner – do surveys on what is hot. 

o She saw 1/3 of the people on her plane have some sort of electronic device. 

o 65% of users are willing to pay for online content (music, games, articles) –Pew  

o What are web-scale discovery tools? 

o We are looking to become an easier to use interface. 

 Contraptions 

o By mid-2010, 82% of American adults have a cell phone or a tablet 

o By the end of 2011, worldwide smartphone sales will pass worldwide PC sales 

 Some countries adopted smartphones instead of PCs 

o Smartphones are not a toy: 

 Immediate and authentic information gathering: Google Earth, info about art 
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 Instruction and reinforcement: using apps for building resource directories for 

small group discussions 

 Instructional and student presentations: using interactive games to illustrate 

concepts 

 Students are becoming more interested in using handheld devices for ebooks. 

 What are libraries doing? 

o Digitizing collections 

 Archival/special, scan on demand 

o Providing mobile devices/information 

 iPads for Reference, e-readers, apps, websites 

o Web Scale Discovery Tools 

 Faceted searching, A to Z lists 

o Engaging with social media 

 News feeds, social network outreach 

 We need to know users’ needs and how best to deliver to them. 

 

 

Tim Ritz 

Pitfalls and Solutions for Adopting New Technologies 

Research Services—supporting a federal library 

 Top scientific minds 

 

 Patrons want the easy route and just get everything instead of discovering what they really 

need.  

 Goals for new technology 

o Make subscription resources mobile 

 Their library wanted to be cutting edge in technology availability for these 

cutting edge scientists 

 It’s difficult to do! 

o Making news updates dynamic 

 Value-added news 

 A lot of government business happens based on reports on events 

 To engage the patrons more 

 Updates much quicker, lets your staff find things quickly 

o Maintaining integrity of scientific literature available 

 Cutting edge is narrow but there are a lot of fields 

 Why mobility is key 

o 30-50% of agency researchers are off-site 

o All briefings are done off-site 

o Lots of impromptu speaking engagements 
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o 70% of newer researchers have expressed interest in mobile access compared to 45% 

last year 

o Always do research and assessment to see if users want mobile access 

o All together this means researchers want instant updates and current access to 

information 

o Users have a high-turnover since they must prove themselves to their sponsors 

 Pitfall #1: The product-first mentality 

o Apple mobile is (for now) a Product-Driven enterprise 

 In terms of number and availability of broadly used apps 

 Half the Apple apps are never downloaded 

 Better integration with common Microsoft productivity software on Blackberry 

 The federal government has a contract with Microsoft for all their 

agencies 

 Main draw for Apple is the “cool factor” and the cutting-edge functionality of 

the device 

 But can it deliver the information you need? 

 E-books trial for iPad 

o Challenges 

 No wifi on-site meant solutions that worked in the confines of a 3G network 

 Most e-books resources did not maintain robust science and technology 

collections 

 SciTech is not very popular so not very well supported 

 Web-based ebooks were placed in unwieldy online “readers”; were not mobile-

optimized 

 Apps work with the iPad but focus on sharing/social aspects of S&T literature –

redundant with Google Scholars 

 Apps they found were copyright free stuff so usually not current 

 Or were not aggregating  

o Solutions 

 Individual subscriptions apps could be worked on a password basis 

 Use a 1 Password for Apple as a password aggregator  

 IT working with password-consolidation apps to make agency wide password 

access “feel” like IP authentication 

 Trying to make it so that all apps (which are for database subscriptions) 

can be accessed with 1 Password 

 Have people come in every 7 to 9 months to have the IT department put 

in a new password 

o This keeps people from just sharing the password with others 

 Pitfall #2—Pushing against requirements 

o Monitoring and filtering agency-specific news  

o Had a completely secure web environment 
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 Not dynamic and everything has to be added manually as trusted 

o RSS widgets and other fun add-ons will not cooperate inside the firewall 

o Social media has created a connection between information gathering and sharing 

 This is a good thing but there is not a developed marketplace to make this safe 

and secure and dynamically updates 

 Solution: Working around your IT department with web-based tools 

o Social tools, RSS, news alerts are available via web based formats 

o Custom developing interfaces is becoming easier 

o Research staff become the “bridge” element, but news sources are only one step away 

from being totally dynamic 

o What we did: 

 Built an AJAX app and .NET interface that grabs photos off news story URLS for a 

weekly newsletter and daily article updates 

 Using bit.ly analytics for all in-agency links 

 Pitfall #2—Assuming your user needs 

o The more educated and innovative your community, the more popular it is (87% vs. 60% 

of average adults) 

o Adopting web-scale discovery tools may be motivated by attempting to replicate the 

ease and feel of Google 

o Too much time spent “resource jumping” by staff and users 

o It’s easier and more expensive to assume that more stuff will mean more relevant hits 

o It’s harder and probably less expensive to strive for efficiency of resources 

 Deliver what people actually need 

 Web-Scale Discovery Trial 

o People assume that they want more hits but it takes longer to find what they exactly 

want 

o Users did not engage with any of the interfaces or feel that it was Google-like on any 

level besides a lot of hits 

o Before and after the trial, users supplemented research on subscription resources with 

Google Scholar searches 

o Users were satisfied with scale and quality of current library content and delivery 

systems; mostly concerned with finding more specific resources and obtaining them 

quickly 

 Solution: Knowing needs and scale through feedback 

o Desire for “more content” must be balanced with the context of the user community 

and their expressed needs 

o Google will not go away---it’s part of the innovative and collaborative nature of research 

o Besides obtaining new subscriptions, organizing resources can increase the quality of 

the user experience 

o What we did: 
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 Developed and deployed a redesigned internal website which uses multiple 

organizational views of our resources, as chosen by the user 

 Created a searchable repository for technical information within the agency to 

be retrieved 

 Visits to the site went up 15% over the next 3 months while average time on the 

site for users went down 30% 

 It was good because it meant were finding what they needed quicker 

 Check out the Research Services website to see their layout 

 Lesson learned so far: lots of assessment before you do anything 

 

 

Jeremy M. Gottwig 

Web Developer for the NASA Goddard Library 

 NASA Goddard 

o Mission: expand knowledge of the Earth and its environment, the solar system and the 

universe through observations from space 

 Hubble, JWST (telescope to succeed Hubble), Swift 

 Focus on hard science and research 

 Life at the Goddard “Campus” 

o Like being back at college 

 Various academic departments 

 Theater club, learn to sail, community garden, etc. 

o One of the largest NASA libraries 

 Constant effort to engage with community 

 Mobile librarian, Ask-a-Librarian, repository 

 Look up their Repository and check out the header and section head 

o They have a list of Goddard co-authors with people who are actually at Goddard 

 NASA Security 

o This creates a security issue since you don’t want people to know who is at Goddard 

o Firewall and server security scans 

o Active Directory and authentication  

o You have to get a waiver to do IRC 

o HSPD-12 which is Homeland Security compliant 

 A library in transition 

o Not immune to changes 

o Low-level system vs. medium-level 

 Group policies by organization code 

 They got knocked up a level and had to become more secure 

o Becoming compliant 

 Sirsi, ILLiad, custom databases 

o Becoming a digital library 
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 Still need to be compliant 

 Recurring concern about our physical space  

 Budget crisis: even digital resources volatile 

 Goddard Library Repository 

 Do it quickly and smoothly as possible since HQ might want to take over the 

buildings anytime 

 Goddard Library Repository 

o Will be the central location for all future collections instead of just linking to outside 

sources 

o Intended to preserve Goddard assets 

 Projects come and go but where goes the data? 

o Three collections so far 

 Authors and Publications 

 Need to link out to information since Goddard scientists publish a lot 

 NASA Case Studies 

 Goddard Colloquia 

 Videos of lectures held at the library 

o Each collection needs different look and with unique functionality 

o Major component in becoming a “Digital Library” 

 Selecting Fedora 

o Why? 

 Facilitate differences between collections  

 Streaming video 

 Selecting Drupal 

o A lot of work already done 

o Robust themes and module development with common API 

o Pluggable login architecture 

 Can interface with NASA’s authentication 

o Possible to integrate Fedora records with Drupal’s node system 

 Add social features 

 The Project 

o Four folks involved 

 Team lead, programmer, metadata librarian, web developer 

 No Fedora experience 

o Work began while NASA security and authentication policies were still being developed 

 Must be flexible enough to deal with changes 

 Building Gradually 

o Limited resources and knowledge might prevent getting everything done at once 

o A project plan with specific milestones is key 

o Take note of agency requirements 

 Port waivers (you can use certain ports) 
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 Site registration in system 

 Working in the System 

o Hiding being a firewall until features could be ironed out 

o Repository going public: an example 

 Difficult to test when test server isn’t open to public 

 Port waiver will be approved when? 

 Making do 

o And we’re public…not quite 

 Surprise: video streaming server lacking port waver 

 A video collection without any videos 

 Gsfcir.gsf.nasa.gov/colloquia/ 

o Show metadata to the right side of the video 

 Presenters, Presentation date, series, call number, physical format, recently 

added colloquia 

o Star ratings 

 NASA Technology Integration 

o Will be adding features that require user login 

 Cannot use Drupal’s built-in login architecture 

o Grand plans for Authors and Publications 

 Author submissions 

 Author metadata corrections 

o User-level record assess 

o More social experience 

o Once we build it, Drupal can do it 

 Success 

o There has been interest 

o Four collection proposals from Goddard community 

 Universal “dump” of assets from expired projects 

 When funding runs out, data usually goes to National Archives and so 

it’s hard to access 

 Metadata repository for solar research 

 Webpage harvesting 

 Posters 

 The Sobering Truth 

o If funding runs out, what happens to it? 

o What content should we take? All emails associated with a project? 

o Budget concerns 

 Jeremy.m.gottwig@nasa.gov 

 

 


